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Classroom Tools

Bumpy DisC Junior
seaT Cushion
This seat cushion is 13” in diameter, has 
one bumpy and one smooth side and 
inflation level can easily be adjusted. 
The greater the inflation level, the more 
movement possible. In general, it has 
a thinner profile than other disc’s. Also 
great for working on standing balance 
and for floor sitting.    C6451     

swiss DisC®
A useful addition to our seat cushion line.  
This disc is a round, slightly textured cush-
ion with a larger 15” diameter and slightly 
beveled edges for added sitting comfort. 
Comes inflated to approximately a 2” thick-
ness. Using our Pocket Pump®, or any pin 
valve pump, air can easily be added or re-
moved. Great as a marker and floor sitting 
aid during “circle time” or any floor activity. 
Also used to improve balance in kneeling 
and standing.     C9110     

move ‘n’ siT 
weDge seaT 
Cushions
These wedge 

shaped cush-
ions come 

with one 
side highly 

textured with small bumps and 
one smooth side. Level of inflation 

is easily adjusted with a few puffs of air. Wedge shape offers 
slightly less movement so safer for those with less secure sitting 
balance. Also try with wide edge  toward front to increase hip 
flexion or as a back support. 2 sizes available.  
 C6405 Jr/preschool        (~ 10”x10”)     
 C6406  school age         (~13”x 13”)     

Air Filled Seat Cushions:
Kids think these seat cushions are “cool beans”, but they 
really are filled with air! All the items in this product line are 
dynamic, air filled seat cushions. They are used to help 
fidgety or under aroused students maintain an appropri-
ate level of alertness and attending, by providing ongoing 
vestibular, (movement) input, in a manor acceptable in the 
classroom. Additionally, they help facilitate a more upright 
sitting posture, strengthen trunk muscles and reduce back 
strain from prolonged sitting. All are made of high quality 
plastic for durability and easy cleaning. Latex free. Easily 
transportable and great for home and school use. 

FiTBall weDge 
Same great wedge shaped design 
as the Move’N Sit in a slightly firmer, 
more rugged material. Provides dy-

namic seating, allowing movement while also improv-
ing posture. Smooth on one side, bumpy on the other. 
Try one for in the classroom and at home during meal 
times or when doing homework. This wedge has no 
carry handle. 
   C6458  large 13” blue wedge 

C6414 small wedge 10”green 

FiTBall BalanCe DisCFiTBall
seaTing DisC
Similar in design to the bumpy 
disc jr.  The Dome-like profile is 
smooth on one side, bumpy on the 
other. green 12”.  C6413  

moDern Ball Chair   
The molded plastic frame and high 
back rest on this chair combine to 
make it a very comfortable, very 
stable, seating system.  Perfect for 
use in the classroom, at home, or 
in the office.  Sitting on the flexible 
slightly bouncy ball helps improve 
posture, sitting tolerance and atten-
tion to task.

C1999 Child 35cm ball  
C2888 adult 52cm ball  

KinDer ergo-siT
Small, 12 inch air filled cushion with small rounded tactile 
bumps on one side and a smooth surface on the other side. 
Made of soft, silky, latex free material that is very comfortable 
yet durable. Has a high profile and so acts very much like a 
therapy ball. Great cushion for small children with good bal-
ance. Also works great as a floor cushion. 
                                                             C5320  Discontinued 

ergo-siT
The texture of this 14 inch, air filled seat 
cushion is silky smooth, making it very 
comfortable. Additionally, the front edge 
is straight, not round, giving thighs more 
support and greatly adding to the com-
fort level. Comes with a small hand pump 
to adjust level of inflation.       

C5321 Discontinued   

! ChoKing haZarD small parts/plug not for under 3.

! ChoKing haZarD small parts/plug not for under 3.

! ChoKing haZarD small parts/plug not for under 3.

! ChoKing haZarD small parts/plug not for under 3.

! ChoKing haZarD small parts/plug not for under 3.

A very versatile and 
dynamic piece of 
equipment. This 
14” inflatable air 
filled cushion 
can be used for 

sitting, standing or kneeling. Attractive 
blue color with long sensory points on 
one side, and a smooth, flat surface on 
other side. Great for home, classroom 
and clinic use.            C6459  
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Classroom Tools

Classroom Chair seaT Cushion
This seat cushion is not air filled, but was de-
signed  for the “antsy” student,  the student 
who always sits on the edge of the seat or the 
student that sits on a corner of the chair with 
his/her feet out in the aisle. It helps to center the 
hips, by providing a small padded, physical well. 
The physical barrier on three sides help orient the 
child to where his body is in space. Made of extra 
tough, durable material and stuffed with a non-food substance. 
A large non-slip mat is sewn on the bottom to eliminate sliding. 
Available in 2 sizes and is hand washable.    
 C6720 small (preschool)    
   C6721 large (school age)  

“This section offers a varied but select grouping of items for developing 
and improving the classroom skills of writing, and cutting. There are po-
sitional aides, special and unique pens, pencils, grips, crayons, markers, 
writing papers, instructional materials and fun activity based items”   

Mini-board
10 1/2”x13”

pFoT low proFile slanT BoarDs
Ideal for classroom and home use. Low profile spring 
clip holds paper tight. Made from high quality, lightweight, easy to care 
for plastic, with smooth finished edges for safety. Will not shatter like 
plexi-glass if dropped. Features nonslip pads on the bottom and con-
venient “cut - out” carry handle. The 20 degree angle is ideal for writing 
and reading, offering positioning benefits for the eyes, neck, shoulders, 
trunk, arm and hand. Optional overlay provides a more pleasing, pro-
prioceptive writing surface which can improve handwriting by diminish-
ing pen/pencil slippage. Slantboards now available in black (without 
overlay); blue with overlay or mini size in black with overlay. Overlays 
are also available to add to your current slantboard.

Standard  15”x13”

BooK 
Clip 
anD 
sTanD

This amazing little 
metal clip works like 
magic. Books and workbooks of any size or shape 
can now stand open and ready for easy reference, 
while hands remain free. Ideal for when desk top 
space is limited, when using a slant board or com-
puter, or when arms are too weak to maintain books 
open. Order several for a student, so one can re-
main in each classroom and at home for use during 
homework.                  w8401      

DesK BuDDy
It’s true—the best ideas are the simplest 
and frequently the most obvious.  Devel-
oped by a long time teacher who found 

her students needed a place to contain all the small school supplies 
which otherwise take up space on their desk tops.  Made of 7”x12” 
pliable, transparent plastic for ease in cleaning, durability, and ready 
visibility of the contents.  Use year after year to hold papers, folders, 
scissors, crayons, pencils and so much more.  Two Velcro strips keep 
it attached to side of desk or chair for easy accessibility.  There is even 
a front pocket to hold nametag.  A wonderfully simple way to help 
organize a student and your classroom!        Q7028   

easi-reaDer 
BooKsTanD™ 
Totally collapsible, 
metal wire book-stand 
is well constructed for 
real heavy-duty work-
outs. Simple, lightweight design neatly holds materials 
of any size (paperbacks, workbooks, and textbooks) 
open and easily within reach for page turning.  Puts ma-
terials at a better angle for reading. 
    w3701       

w7001 standard Black no overlay  
w7003 standard Blue with overlay  
w7004 mini Black with overlay   
w7005 overlay only    

CinDy’s easel
Amazingly versatile 
piece of equipment 
developed by an OT 
for use in a class-
room or therapy set-
ting. Sturdy, 15” x 12” crystal clear table top easel, 6 
full sized -double sided activity sheets, pack of 6 dry 
erase markers, pack of 8 jumbo white board crayons 
and fabric eraser. Unique, “flip down” design allows 2 
children to work at the easel at the same time. Simply 
slide in an activity sheet and start writing. 

u5027   
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Classroom ToolsCaution: ALL children should be supervised when using scissors.

loop sCissors
Lightweight, self-opening scis-
sor with a continuous molded 
plastic flexible loop.  Actual 
handle is wider than most and 
longer cutting blades allow for 
easier feeding of paper. Oper-
ate by gently squeezing, using 
fingers and thumb or fingers 
and palm. Release pressure 
and blades re-open automati-
cally. Great first scissor or 
when strength is limited. 

C7341r right      
           C7341l   left     

selF opening 
long hanDleD 
sCissors
This scissor combines the 
added control of the long 
molded plastic finger open-
ing with the greater ease of 
a self-opening mechanism. 
Isolated thumb hole facili-
tates isolated thumb move-
ments. The result is greater 
success for even your most 
difficult cutters.  
       C7389r  right    

 C7389l  left      

sQueeZZers
Ideal scissors for people with 
limited finger mobility and 
coordination. Short metal 
blades are closed for cutting 
by squeezing the coated loop 
handles together. Blades open 
automatically when grasp is 
eased. Helps reinforce basic 
open and close pattern. 
           w5405  Discontinued   

plasTiC sTanD
This cleaver plastic stand 
converts the loop scissors to 
a tabletop cutter, requiring 
just downward pressure to 
close blades.  No grasping of 
scissors needed.  Blade guard 
provided for safety.  
          C7342    

mini loop sCissors
Finally, the ease of a loop scis-
sor in a small, child size. The 
5 in. scissor has a wider grip 
area for greater stability and 
it automatically reopens when 
pressure is released.  Great 
beginning scissor for pre-
schools, first-time cutters, or 
those with small hands. Suit-
able for use with either hand.  
             C7343    

selF 
opening 
sCissors
Looks like a 
conventional 

pair of high quality scissors with 
molded plastic finger openings. 
These scissors, however, will re-
open automatically when pressure 
is released. This assists when fin-
ger strength and motor planning of 
the open/close pattern required for 
cutting is difficult.  The finger holes  
are wider than most, to assist with 
finger stability. Isolated thumb and 
finger holes facilitates isolated fin-
ger movements. A nice scissor for 
those not ready for Benbow’s.     
      C7362r  right      
          C7362l   left        

BenBow
sCissors
Wonderfully crafted 
scissors designed spe-
cifically for little hands. With small, 
vinyl coated, finger holes, shorter 
overall length, and a real cutting 
edge, control is increased. Using 
these scissors, cutting is more 
successful - so kids love using 
them!  
3” Training scissors  

w7304    right handed   
w7305    left handed      

super sCissors
Easy to use, battery pow-
ered scissors for cutting 
paper, card stock, craft 
foam and more. Allows 
adults and children with 
reduced strength and 
coordination to be func-
tional cutters. Chunky, 
pistol grip handle for 
ease of grasping.
     C8853 Discontinued  

ToTal ConTrol 
s C i s s o r  F o r 
KiDs
Same great Fiskars 

quality with shorter, precision ground 
blades, blunt tip, safer cutting angle and an extra 
index finger loop for better cutting control.  Teach-
es proper finger placement right from the start.   

                 C5460  

speCial neeDs
sCissors

Unique rotating spring-clip 
morphs this from a standard 
scissor into a “self open-
ing” pair. Squeeze stain-
less steel blades closed by 
applying pressure through 
the finger holes or through 
the outside of the plastic 
handles. Once pressure 
is released the blades will 
open automatically.  Works 
well for beginning cutters 
or for those with finger 
strength or mobility difficul-
ties.        C1341   

CraZy 
CuTTer
Amaz ing 
“ m o u s e ” 
s h a p e d 
c u t t i n g 
device uti-
lizes new 
c e r a m i c 
technology. The small ceramic blade 
at the tip will last forever but never 
cut your finger. It will cut paper, pic-
tures, plastic packaging, shrink wrap 
and much much more. Held between 
thumb and index finger, cutting occurs 
as the Crazy Cutter is dragged along 
the surface of the paper. Since paper 
is cut while flat on table it only needs 
to be stabilized and not grasped. This 
will make cutting an easier and more 
successful task for many children and 
adults.            C7916   

soFT grip
sCissors
Quality kids Fiskars 
scissor with two-tone soft 
touch finger and thumb loops.  Comfortable, all 
purpose scissors with different contours and cut-
ting edges for right and left hand users.  Pointed 
tip, assorted colors.
               C5420 right hand   
          C5421 left hand      

New Scissor Kit on page 24!
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Classroom Tools

gel grip
Fun new grip helps make writ-
ing a unique tactile experience. 
Inch long grip, in hot colors, pro-
vides great cushioning comfort, 
reducing hand and finger strain. 
“It looks and feels like my pencil 
is wrapped in a squishy gummy 

bear!”                 w3722     

eZ grip
A different kind of pencil 
grip. The unique design 
allows one finger to exert 
downward pressure for writ-
ing, rather then all three 
fingers. This eliminates the 
need for a tight grasp and 
squeezing of the writing 
implement. Grip fits most 
standard pencils, and cray-
ons, and can be used in a 
number of different hand/
finger positions.            

w3628  Discontinued  

spongy penCil grips 
Fun styles and designs! Soft cush-
ioning foam pencil grips. Fits stan-
dard pencils and pens. Ideal for 
those writers who squeeze too hard 

or who need a visual &/or tactile cue as to where to place fin-
gers. 4 styles (Tip: place soapy water or lotion on pencil barrel 
to aid in sliding grip onto pencil.)    w7701 (each)      
    w7702 (30 +)        

groTTo 
grip
Great sculp-
tured grip facili-

tates and maintains the fingers 
in a mature tripod grasp each 
and every time.  Unique finger 
guards and special angles 
facilitate an open web space 
and hand and palmer arching. 
Discourages hyper-mobility at  
thumb and index finger joints. 
A grip with all the “write” stuff! 
Latex free.

w3652   

w7701-t      Traditional round    
w7701-s  smooth satin finish
w7701-r ripple/bumpy finish 

Triangle
primary penCils
A new twist on the 
young child pencil - 
they’re triangle shape! 
The wide barrel, thick 
lead and three sides fa-
cilitates a more mature 
grasp, and greater con-
trol, while eliminating 
rolling. Try them they’re 
cool!      w5572  (set 

of 3)     

nexT sTep FerBy©
A great in between size pencil. Slightly 
smaller than our primary triangular and 
larger than the “Bobby”, but same great 
rounded triangular shape and smooth 
writing, break resistant lead for fine lines.  
  w3619  (set of 3)  

Triangle “BoBBy” penCils 
Same great rounded triangular shape and quality 
as the Ferby, but with standard #2 lead and thinner, 
standard diameter barrel. Looks right and feels right. 
Perfect for the slightly older student.  
           w5570  (set of 3)    

FerBy  penCils™
A new writing and drawing 
experience: not short, not 
long, not round, not an-

gular…simply Ferby™ and simply a 
wonderful feel in the hand. Developed 
in cooperation with physiologists and 
educators, the new rounded triangular 
shape and un-lacquered wood barrel 
ensures comfortable, proper grasping 
every time. The well balanced shorter 
than standard length and the extra 
thick, soft lead makes it an ideal begin-
ning pencil.    (set of 3) w3617  

The 
penCil 
grip
Soft pillow 
pencil grip 

fits children or adults and 
left or right handed writers. 
Place thumb on the “R” or 
“L” and other fingers fall nat-
urally into a cushioned tripod 
grasp. The larger size of this 
grip seems to work espe-
cially well with small hands, 
helping to maintain thumb 
abduction and an open web-
space.  w3601    

    The 
   JumBo

penCil  
grip

New larger size, same great 
positioning!  The Jumbo 
Grip’s elongated shape and 
larger end makes it perfect 
for maintaining an open 
web space and proper fin-
ger placement.  So com-
fortable it ‘s like a “pillow” 
for the fingers. Latex Free.  
       w3634  Jumbo   

Tri-grip penCils
The high tech appearance of this qual-
ity primary pencil draws children to it and 
to writing.  In addition to its silvery good 
looks, other qualities include a full-length, 
lightweight, rounded triangular shaft cov-
ered with rubberized “grippy” dots, and a 
soft, dark lead.  Design features facilitate 
a comfortable, non-slip, three-point grasp 
and darker writing with less pressure for 
the young hand.     

 w7452  Jumbo  (set of 3)  

Big Dipper penCil
Classic round, wide barrel, 
pencil with the thick lead we 
all used  when we first started 
writing. Now comes eraser 
tipped.      

w5611 (set of 3)   

The 
Crossover grip

On to a basic “The Pencil Grip” 
body, they added a set of flex-
ible wings. The wings help to 
maintain a mature tri-pod grasp 
with no hooking or “crossing 
over” of index finger and thumb. 
For either right or left hand use. 
Great grip provides support, 
comfort, and finger placement 
assistance.     w3602  

warning:
ChoKing haZarD-small parts.
not for children under 3 yrs.

all penCil grips!

w7703 Baseball-bat  
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Classroom Tools

Confused?  
“grip sampler pack”

One of each grip!
(A $18 value for)
w7083   

(Price may adjust as new 
grips are added/discontin-

ued. Writing Claws not 
included)

ThiCK ‘n’ Thin
penCil grips
Thickly padded grip with 
the wide even thicker 
ridges and finger stabiliz-
ing lip to aid in grasping.          
 w3643    

Tri-go 
penCil  

    grip
  These new 

plastic grips are designed for 
quick and easy use. There are 
three molded holes where fin-
gers set, the biggest hole is for 
the thumb. Holes allow fingers 
to touch the pencil for greater 
tactile input. Can easily be 
used by lefties or righties.

w3608    

solo grip
This “sting ray” shaped grip 
goes on pencils the same 
way for right and left handed 
users. The “R” and “L” indi-
cate the thumb placement, 
index and middle fingers 
then fall comfortably into 
place. Made of latex free 
rubber, the solo grip comes 
in a variety of fun colors.        

w3606    

pFoT
mini penCil
The round pencil barrel 
and lead are both of stan-
dard size but the shortened 
length makes it easy for little 
hands to control.  Comes 
sharpened with an eraser.          
   w7201  (set of 3) 

sTarT 
righT™ 
penCil 
grip

The big grip with the big 
heart. Uniquely shaped 
grip is great at developing a 
three point, opposed, pen-
cil grasp. Effectively blocks 
thumb IP extension and fa-
cilitates thumb opposition. 
A wonderful new grip, espe-
cially for younger children.            

w7310    

sTeTro 
grip 
Much 
softer and 
more pli-
able than 

original Stetros to insure greater 
comfort and easier workability 
for all ages. With new ultra bright 
fluorescent colors and increased 
comfort, children will not only 
write properly but more willingly 
too! Buy them individually or in 
packs of 30 or more.       

w5501  (each)           
  w5502 (30 or more)   

Kush-
n-Flex 
grip
I t  looks 
l i ke   a 
p o r c u -
p i n e , 
bu t  i t ’ s 
a pencil 

grip! Hundreds of soft tiny 
massaging bristles wake 
up your fingers so writing 
is never boring again! Rub 
one between palms for a 
great sensory workout or try 
stacking a few on your pen 
to provide all over input.            

w7602    

air grip   
Smooth, soft plastic grip 
with the rounded triangu-
lar shape facilitates prop-
er finger placement on 
pencil increasing speed 
and control.

w3681 Discont.

shorT 
JumBo Crayons 
15 colored crayons in a 
pack. Approximately 2” 
long. Great for little hands! 

w7413 

eZ wriTe 
grip
Terrific new 
gr ip  snaps 
easily around 
a wide vari-

ety of writing implements, helping 
to eliminate hand/finger strain, 
cramping and fatigue. Uniquely 
designed to allow fingers to wrap 
naturally around barrel while also 
encouraging finger contact with the 
implement. The extended length 
and grippy texture improves control 
with pens, pencils, crayons, paint 
brushes, markers, drafting tools, 
etc. Place a different color crayon 
at each end making your own 2-
colored crayons! w3655   

Big penCil 
Triangle grip
Designed to fit easily on 
thick primary pencils this 
big chunky plastic grip helps 
open tight fingers and en-
courages a tripod grasp.

w3626   

warning:
ChoKing haZarD-small parts.
not for children under 3 yrs.

all penCil grips!

The wriTing Claw
Unique addition to our extensive line of 
pencil grips.  The Claw’s center opening 
stretches to allow most writing implements 
to pass through, making it one of the most 
versatile and easy to use grips around.  
Once placed over implement, the thumb, 
index and middle fingers each fit into one of 
the thimble like cups, ensuring correct fin-
ger position and use of a true tripod grasp 
when writing. Works as easily for right or left 
handed writers and is latex free.  Choose 
from 3 sizes. 

w3632  small (preschool – 2nd grade) 
w3636  medium (3rd – 6th grade)       
w3638  large (7th grade-adult)        
w3631  small, med, lge set        
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Classroom Tools

Triangular 
Crayons
Plastic triangular shaped 
crayons are washable 
off floors and walls and 

can be sharpened. Great shape for 
reinforcing proper grasp. 12 in a 
pack.       w7414   

penCil& pen 
weighTs
Easy to  use, 
1.5 oz. Ceramic 
weight fits most 
standard stick 
pens and pen-
cils. Simple O-
rings let you tailor placement for each user. 
The weight increases feedback and proprio-
ception so there is more awareness of hand 
and fingers resulting in greater control and 
tolerance.   w3627  one weight Discontinued
       w3621   set of 3      Discontinued

Flip Crayons
These unique tiny new crayons make 
coloring fun and a fine motor chal-
lenge. Improve fine motor coordina-
tion as kids use in-hand manipulation 
skills to switch from one end of the 
crayon to the other. Short Length 
also helps promote a proper grasp. 
Comes in 10 colors split between 5 
crayons. Set includes 10 crayons- 2 
of each combination or a classroom 
pack.  
w2990  10 Crayons 
w2681   Classroom pack
 206 crayons   

TranQuil penCil KiT  
All the pieces you need finally in one 
cool, easy to keep organized kit!  
Comes with a double ended Z-Vibe 
(that vibrates), pencil tip converter,  
6 refill pencils (for writing) and 5 bite 
tips (for biting instead of the eraser 
or metal!)        o1495    

pen again - ergosoFT pen
With the unique cradling “Y” shape of the 
PenAgain you really do not need to grip the 
pen with your fingers, as the weight of your 
hand will keep the pen in place. This reduces 
tension and stress throughout the fingers, 
hand and wrist. You can write longer with 
greater ease. Great for anyone who has to 
write a lot or tends to squeeze their pen too 
tight. Now comes with a soft rubber-coating for 
extra comfort and style, retractable tip, pocket 
clip and 2 additional black refills. Try it, you’ll 
like it!      w4880  

w4877 refill (2 black)  

ChilDren’s
TwisT up penCil
Hooray! Same great 
stress reducing, muscle 
relaxing shape but now 
it’s a pencil!

 w4180 4pk

w1424  pencil refill (6 pc)    
o1415   vibe pen Tips (5)      
o1402   Bite-Chew Tips(5)    

heavyweighT penCil
This weighted lead pencil packs a 
number of really great functions into 
one attractive and durable writing 
implement. The balanced weight, 
ergonomic grip and thick 2.0mm 
lead combine to make it an easy and 
very successful implement for many 
people, children included. Traditional 
pencils can be uncomfortable, result-
ing in poor performance and broken 
leads. Weighs 4.2oz and comes with 
9 refill leads. 

w3140  

JumBo 
Triangle
Crayons
Hooray, jumbo tri-
angle crayons are 
back! These 12 
high quality crayons, 
with a slightly wider pro-
file, have more color pig-
ments resulting in brilliant 
colors, a smooth texture and no waxy build up. 
The best news is the triangular shape fosters 
a correct three point writing grasp and ends 
frustrating “roll away!”     w7450   

Crayon & 
penCil sharpener 
Sharp crayons are a luxury 
you can now have with this 

convenient take along pencil 
and crayon sharpener.  Simply rotate cover 
to reveal dual openings, sharpen, and then 
rotate cover back in place.  Canister stores 
shavings until it can be emptied for less mess 
in your therapy bag or a backpack.      

C5462     

! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for under 3.
! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for under 3.

! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for under 3.

Crayon roCKs
Unique, small stone shaped crayons in 8 vibrant colors. 
The small size and uneven shape make them perfect 
for facilitating and strengthening the hand and finger 
muscles used in maintaining a tri-pod grasp. Crayon 
Rocks help prepare the hand for handwriting. Takes 
little effort to apply a lot of color.  Made in the USA of all 
natural soy wax and natural mineral powders. Comes in 
drawstring bag.              w1751    

mini ColoreD penCils
“Little pencils for little hands “, and 
now they come in a rainbow of col-
ors. You get twelve, 3 ½ inch colored 
pencils in a pocket sized vinyl pouch. 
A great size for facilitating a more 
mature pencil grasp from bit kids and 
little kids as well.        w5557   
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Classroom Tools

Twin hole 
sharpener
This pencil 
sharpener has 
two holes, fit-
ting all our pen-
cils, thick, thin 
and anything in 

between. Keeps all shavings con-
tained. Handy to have when its 
time for writing practice.     

w3623  

mini TwisT up 
Crayons 
Set  comes with eight 
long lasting “me-
chanical” 
crayons 
that nev-
er need 
sharpening.  Twist bottom of plastic 
hexagonal barrel to advance crayon. 
Great for little unpracticed hands. No 
more broken crayons.   w1106   

grip marKers
Rounded triangular barrel de-
sign with Grip dots for easier, 
more relaxed grasping, greater 
control and no rolling off table! 
Washable fine line markers in 
10 bright, water soluble, non 
toxic colors. Ventilated safety 
cap prevents choking.

w7417  

Color Changing marKers
These are real magic! 12 nontoxic colored 
markers completely change the color when 
gone over with the magic pen. 2 magic pens 

included in each set. Watch yellow turn to 
red and black to pink, etc. Use your imagina-
tion and have fun. Perfect motivator for those 
who are writing-phobic.          w1101  

Travel easel 
Uniquely engineered travel easel provides 3 differ-
ent drawing surfaces at 3 different angles. White 
board surface can be folded flat like a lap desk or 
angled like an easel as can sheets of paper placed 
under whiteboard clips. Chalk board surface 
is around back 
and slightly less 
angled. Storage 

draws on both sides 
and in front hold chalk, 

markers, pastels, colored pencils, 
sponge, sharpener and drawing pad, all 

included.  Add your own crayons and you 
have a lightweight, take anywhere art studio 
with angled drawing/writing surfaces. 
               w7420  

pFoT
mini penCil
The round pencil barrel and lead are 
both of standard size but the short-
ened length makes it easy for little 
hands to control.  Comes sharpened 
with an eraser.             w7201  

(set of 3) 

Tri-grip
ColoreD penCils
Same rounded triangular shape 
and Grip dots as with the Faber 
Castell markers and graphite 
pencil. Improves pencil control 
and grasp patterns while the 
pigment rich colors make art 
work really “pop”! Made from 
reforested wood helping pre-
serve natural forests. 12 to 
a box.  w7418  

! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for under 3.
! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for under 3.

! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for under 3.

! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for under 3.

 penCil Tip KiT
A long awaited addition to 
the Z-Vibe line! Kit comes 
with one screw-in adapter 

that allows a Z-Vibe or Double 
Z-Vibe to hold a pencil, 6 ap-

propriately 2” pencils; 1 pencil 
sharpener and a storage container. Use 

pencil tip on one end and bite tip on other for a perfect in-class 
or at home writing & stress-busting instrument. (Z-vibe sold sep-
arately)     w1423   
  w1424 pencil refill (6 pc)  

Z-Vibe  A smAll, pencil-sized, low frequency

vibrAting orAl motor tool.   
o1406   single Z-vibe         
o1415   vibe pen Tips (5)      

o1402   Bite-Chew Tips(5)     
o1410 replacement battery 

grip TeC 
meChaniCal penCil 
This thick-leaded mechanical 
pencil has a molded tip to rein-
force an appropriate tripod grasp. 
No additional pencil grip is need-
ed and so no grip can get lost or 
removed. Thickest lead available 
resists breaking. Additional leads 
are available.  Please choose 
right or left handed.

w7320  right hand  
w7323   left hand    

w7329   refill lead (3)   
w7325 10 pack right hand   
w7327 10 pack    left hand   
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Classroom Tools

primary 
reaDy 
wriTe pa-
per
Pack of 250 
sheets of 11” 
x 8-1/2” writ-

ing paper with colored rule lines to assist 
with proper pencil placement for writing 
letters. Dark green top and light green 
center lines indicates go or start and red 
bottom line indicates stop or caution be-
fore passing through it to form a tail let-
ter.  Paper is 20lb stock, 1 inch rule on 
both sides, with 1-inch space between 
writing groups. Really helps organize 
when learning to print letters.    

    w6680   

moDern prinT paper
Pack of 250 sheets of white 
paper ruled 3/4 inch with dark 
green top line (go/start), light 
green center line and red base-
line (stop). 3/4 inch descender 
space between line groups for 
letters with tails.  Perfect next 
step for printing practice after 
the Primary Ready Write Pa-
per.           w6685     

evo-pen
A truly unique shape in writing implements. It 
follows the contour of the fingers and elimi-
nates some of the difficulties associated with 
standard shaped writing implements. Its thin 
size also promotes a more dynamic grasp. Try 
it with school age children and writing-phobics, 
as well as the physically involved. Great for 
adults too (try it at report writing time!)     

evo pen  w6620       
   ink refills (3)    w6621   

Deluxe 
weighTeD penCil HOLDER 
pediAtric size

Vinyl covered sleeve/holder used for increasing 
weight of writing implements.  Holder is 4-in. long, 
3/4” in diameter and weighs 4.0 oz. Comes with a 
pencil and small allen wrench for adjusting the 3 set 
screws which hold the pencil in place. Works best 
with shorter implements.               w3624   

ring wriTer™ Clip
Unique clip with the two linked rings, au-
tomatically positions and angles a writ-
ing implement for proper grasping.  Little 
to no gripping ability is needed but an 
opposed grasp with open webspace is 
facilitated. Comes in 3 sizes to accom-
modate child and adult sized fingers. Re-
duces hand and finger strain, so great 
for those with arthritis as well as improp-

er pencil grasps. Try it yourself during report writing!   
 w3612-C  3  piece set (1 small,medium,large)        
 w3614  25 piece set  (10 sm, 10 med, 5 large)    

sTanDarD 
weighTeD penCil  holDer 
pediAtric size

Same 4 inch long weighted holder 
but without the deluxe vinyl cover. 
You get one long weighted sleeve 
with a 5/8” dia and 3 ¾ oz weight. 
Made from same material as the pen-
cil weights but with the 3 set screws 
can hold items up to 5/16 of an inch 
in diameter. Comes with allen wrench 
and pencil.      w3686 

lighT-up pens
These clear pens with the blue crystal ball may 
be just the motivator you have been missing for 
improving writing endurance and adjusting writing 
pressure. With too much pressure the light in the 
end of the pen stays on. With too little pressure it 
does not come on at all. With typical variations of 
pressure the light will flash on and off. For those 
students who write too lightly, ask them to keep 
the light on as they write or draw. If they tend to 
push too hard, ask them to not let the light come 
on at all. The light provides immediate feedback 
as to what the hand is doing.  For some people the 

tactile feedback is not enough.  But either way, kids love writing with 
these odd looking pens, so try ‘em, you’ll like ‘em and your students 
may just write better with ‘em!             w26935   1 pen  

hanDwriTing
papers revieweD:
what a Difference
 a line makes!
A helpful resource compiled 
by two occupational therapists 
to help other therapists, teach-
ers or parents, who provide in-
tervention and/or recommen-
dations for handwriting.  The 
booklet outlines many of the different types of 
lined writing papers available by providing a brief 
narrative description along with an illustration 
of how the lines are used to guide letter place-
ment. Sometimes providing the slightest adapta-
tion achieves maximum changes in performance.  
Booklet helps organize a confusing subject.         
                    w7027   

Handwriting papers 
reviewed:

“What a Difference 
a line makes!”

! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for under 3.

hanDiwriTer
This clever device does a number 
of things, all at one time to help 
maintain proper position of pencil 
in hand. To use: place the large 
loop around wrist, so that charm 
hangs straight down. Now hold 
charm into palm using ring and 
little fingers, then grasp pencil 
and place other loop around up- per end of pen-
cil. The pull or tension created helps keep the pencil at 
an appropriate angle in the web space. Many children 
respond favorably to this pull saying, they like the feel 
in their hand. The friendly plastic charm, facilitates iso-
lation of the two sides of the hand by keeping the ulnar 
side closed. Recommended for use with implements a 
minimum length of 5 inches.  

! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for 

w5577 Dolphin Charm 
w5579  sport   Charm  
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Classroom Tools

raiseD line 
graph paper 
Similar to our other 
raised line paper, but 
with small squares 
added. Provides a vi-
sual cue for spacing of 
letters, words and sen-
tences. Two sizes avail-
able; Wide (squares 5/8” 
wide and high) and paper is wide 11”x 8-1/2”; Narrow 
(squares 3/8” wide and high) and paper is 8-1/2” x 11”. 
   w6663    wide graph (50 sheets)  

w6673 narrow graph (50 sheets)  

raiseD lineD paper-righT line paper
This unique paper actually has raised green lines! The raised 
line assists children (and adults) by providing a physical bump 
to help “feel” where to stop. This bright white paper 81/2 x 11” 
printed with green lines, comes in 2 widths. Wide rule, with a 
dashed line or narrow ruled.
       
   w6630 wide rule    (25 sheets)       
   w6631 wide rule  (125 sheets)     
  w6632 wide rule  (250 sheets)    
   w6640 narrow rule   (25 sheets)       
 w6641 narrow rule (125 sheets)     
 w6642 narrow  rule (250 sheets)     

sTop & go
raiseD line paper
On this unusual paper the bottom 
and top writing lines are bright red 
as well as raised. It provides a strong 
visual and physical cue, prompting 
the student where to start and stop 
writing. Only wide ruled available.

  w6650stop & go (25 sheets)      
  w6651 stop&go (125 sheets)    
  w6652 stop&go (250 sheets)     

hi-ConTrasT
BlaCK raiseD lineD paper
Why are most writing papers lined in 
green?  Don’t know. Well, this spe-
ciality paper actually has raised black 
lines! The rich black is a high contrast 
against the bright white paper. Helpful 
for low vision children, and others who 
need more awareness of the lines. The 
slightly raised line provides a physical 
bump to help “feel” where to stop. 81/2 
x 11” comes in 2 widths. Wide rule, with 
a dashed line or narrow ruled.       

paper 
sampler 
paCK
5 sheets of each 
of our speciality 
writing papers: 
Wide raised line- 
green, Narrow 
raised line-green, 
Wide  raised line 
graph, Narrow 
raised line graph, 

Raised line Stop & Go, Primary ready, Modern print, Smart 
start K-1; Smart start 1-2 papers, Wide raised line- black, Nar-
row raised line-black . A total of 55 sheets of paper.

       w6669    

smarT sTarT 
wriTing paper
This “sky to ground” paper is so 
bright and cheerful looking, students 
are happy to use it. The bold graph-
ics and color coded lines; blue top 
line (sun/cloud); red dashed line and 
green (flowers/grass) bottom line, 
allow children to more easily under-
stand the concept of lines and spaces. The paper uses little 
pictures prompt children to start at the sky and pull down to 
the ground to form letters correctly. The horizontal K-1 paper is 
ruled at 1”, while the vertical grades 1-2 paper is ruled at 5/8”.   

w6701  K-1  100 sheets   
w6702  K-1  360 sheets   
w6703  K-1  720 sheets   

w6744  1-2   100 sheets   
w6745  1-2   360 sheets   
w6746  1-2   720 sheets   

raiseD line noTeBooK
Same great raised line paper 
now in 50 page spiral note-book 
format.  Narrow ruled with green 
lines.  Perfect for journals and oth-
er daily writing assignments.  No 
more single sheets to loose or fall 
on the floor.     w6005  

w6008  wide rule     (125 sheets)   
w0009  narrow rule (125 sheets)     
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Classroom Tools

Dry erase
marKers
Thin point dry erase markers 
in 6 colors. Great for wipe off 
writing activities and boards. 
(Please test on small area
 before using.)                      

w1111    

e-Z eDiT paper
This (spiral bound) 
writing tablet has 50, 
two-sided pages.  De-
veloped for teachers 
to easily leave com-
ments and corrections 
on a student’s paper, 
we have found it very 
useful for children who 

are working to master writing but are confused by writing 
lines. The 8 ½ x 11 inch pages have alternating bright 
yellow and white writing lines/bars. Children are auto-
matically drawn to write within the yellow space giving 
their writing a neater more even appearance.      

C5146     

whiTe BoarD 
Crayons
The perfect companion for 
our Magnetic Write and Wipe 
board. These 8 colorful cray-
ons wipe clean with the rub 
of a paper towel. Safe and 
non-toxic, they have no odor, 
never dry out, do not stain hands or clothes and are long lasting. 
Crayons provide greater traction for increased control over markers 
and the rubbing is a great way to increase hand and arm strength 
and stability.

w5635   Jumbo whiteboard crayons
w7491  skinny whiteboard crayons   

Deluxe set: magnetic write and wipe and 2 Crayon sets 
w6243  

magneTiC wriTe 
anD wipe
Versatile piece of “take 
along” equipment for 
practicing your writing 
and drawing and for mag-
net play!  Bright white, 
durable, very easy to 
clean 9x11 in. surface 
with ruled lines on one 
side, solid white on the other. Perfect for use with our dry 
erase markers and new White Board crayons. Great in the 
home, at school or when traveling.   w3234    

BeTTer Bumpy paper:
Coloring BooKs
We have begun referring to these as 
the “sky high” coloring books. That’s 
because the raised outlines of the 
drawings are the highest we have 
ever seen. This provides the greatest 
quanity of tactile input and the greatest 
deterrent to coloring outside the lines. 
Wonderfully successful for children with 
poor coordination, sensory irregularities 
and/or low vision. Level one books are 
simplier with a single object to color. 
Level 2 pictures are more complex and 
scene-like. 

level 1: 
w5750 on the Farm         
w5752  Back to school   

level 2:
w5754  spring is here!    
w5756  autumn leaves 

smarT sTarT
super slaTe
This 9”x 12” dry erase board, 
printed with the col-
orful sky to ground 
pictures and lines 
makes writing prac-
tice a fun, take along 
activity. Marker in-
cluded.                  

w6717

! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for under 3.

! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for under 3.

! ChoKing haZarD small parts not for under 3.

maZes 
For ages 4-6
Over 30 beautifully illus-
trated, full color pages of 
mazes in this 8 ½ x 11-inch 
workbook.  Work in crayon, 
pencil or with fingertip to get 
all the characters where they 
have to go.  Solving mazes 
is a fun, motivating way to 
get preschoolers and kin-
dergarten age children to work on developing visual motor 
control, fine motor skills, attention to detail, and thinking 
skills.  These high interest, appealingly drawn scenes are 
also chock full of opportunities for expanding receptive and 
expressive language.           w9752   
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Classroom Tools

TriCs For 
wriTTen
CommuniCaTion
Written by Susan Amundson, MS, 
OTR/L author of the ETCH (Evalu-
ation Tool of Childrens Handwrit-
ing). This invaluable resource book 
includes over 400 remedial and 
compensatory strategies for assist-
ing students with written commu-
nication skills. Reproducible inter-
vention sheets can be used to share ideas with 
teachers, parents and other school personnel. An amazing book 
that you will reach for over and over again! Sections include: 
Handwriting in academics; Legibility mechanics; Handwriting 
biomechanics; Assistive technology; Handwriting preparation.                      

C5110    

wriTing reaDiness:
leT’s Do iT wriTe!
This writing readiness work-
book is written in an engag-
ing, child centered style, fun 
for both kids and parents. 
“Benjy, the bear” helps the 
child play games and do 
activities that address prob-
lems with the elements of 
prewriting including, sitting 
posture, hand strength, 
pencil grasp, spatial orien-

tation, shape formation and problem solving. There are 
112 beautifully illustrated, spiral bound pages with many 
unique and creative activities. Written by an OT who 
is also a special educator. Great resource for parents, 
teachers and therapists providing home and classroom 
programs.               w3124   

Copying 
From The BoarD-
leT’s Do iT wriTe!
Benjy the bear is back with a 
wide variety of graded activities 
to help children copy accurately 
and legibly from the board. Spiral 
bound book offers 112 pages of 
illustrated, entertaining exercises 
for developing better eye hand 
coordination, visual and auditory 
memory, ocular motor skills, figure 
ground and near-point/far-point 

copying in both manuscript and cursive writing. Written by Gail 
Kushnir, Occupational Therapist/special educator. This is a truly 
wonderful resource for parents, teachers and therapists.               

w3126     

aussie pouCh
Perfect organizing addition for 
every classroom and student.  
Large denim pouch with two 
big pockets fits easily over 
backrest of student chairs. 
Use to hold homework sheets, 
workbooks, art projects, math 
materials or any of a hundred 
other things.  Uses an area 
that until now has been under 
utilized while also helping to or-
ganize students.          

          C5150  12.5”  
C5555  17.5”  

wriTe TraCK
Designed by a pediatric 
OT this low tech writing 
aid will almost immedi-

ately improve any letter 
sizing or word spacing issues being experienced. Features 
include; a one line cut out which highlights the writing/read-
ing line and reduces extraneous stimuli; movable arrow to 
act as a spacer between words or as a pointer when read-
ing; foam strip which allows descending letters to be writ-
ten below the base line while still providing firm tactile feed-
back regarding location of the base line; inclined writing 
surface for better hand and trunk positioning; fold flat for 
travel or storage; durable, easy clean vinyl surface. Com-
patible with most writing papers, Write Track is a valuable 
new tool to help increase confidence and organize messy 
writers.   w1121  Discontinued 

pre-prinTing praCTiCe
A comprehensive set of 25 write on/wipe off boards reinforcing 
the 9 strokes necessary for learning how to print and control a 
pencil.  From “tall” and “long” straight lines they move to more 
complicated strokes such as angled lines, circles, and curved 
lines. The graphics are colorful and engaging, so helping chil-
dren feel successful and gain mastery over a complex task. 
                w8034  
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Classroom Tools

Kumon – FirsT BooK oF
upper Case leTTers  
This book provides young chil-
dren (3,4,5, year old) with the 
opportunity to develop basic 
pencil control skills and learn the 
shapes of the upper case letter 
of the alphabet.  Easier to form 
letters are presented first with 
gradual progression to the more 
different ones.  The thickness 
of the letters traced also pro-
gressed down through steps till 
finally the only prompt is the thin 

dashed outline of the letter.  The fun colors and diverse 
graphics make this an entertaining and easy way to help 
children learn to read and write uppercase letters.  
                                                      w5365  Discontinued 

Kumon – FirsT BooK 
lowerCase leTTers 
Very similar to the Upper-
case Book in progression 
from single to more complex 
letters but with the presenta-
tion of more words beginning 
with each particular letter.  A 
greater number of opportuni-
ties for tracing each letter is 
also available.  This all com-
bines to encourage some-
what older children (4, 5, 6 

year old) to repeatedly practice the needed fine motor 
movement required to master lowercase letters.     
                                                     w5367  Discontinued  

Kumon FirsT maZes   
For children ages 3, 4 and 5 this 
first book of mazes is a great way 
to build a strong foundation for 
pencil skills and reasoning ability.  
There are 80 bright colorful maz-
es which progress from simple to 
more complex.  Two and three 
dimensional illustrations keep 
interests high and help motivate 
for improved pencil control, visual 
perception and decision making. 
   w5369    

puZZle play 
soFTware anD worKBooKs
With each of these titles you get a full size, 64 
page workbook with cool, colorful illustrations 
and a unique CD-Rom. So you can solve dot-to-
dot puzzles, follow mazes or search out hidden 
pictures in both the workbook or on the comput-
er. The CD also lets you print out additional puzzles or you can 
create brand new ones, print them out or work them right on the 
computer! Two great ways to learn while working on pencil and 
mouse control, visual perception, and language and vocabu-
lary. Get your favorite or all three. Perfect for early elementary 
school.     w6781 puzzle p. mazes       
     w3569 p  hidden pictures  
   w6782 p  Dot to Dot       
   w6297 set of all 3          

  

Draw 
wriTe now:
These books contains a unique collection of beginning draw-
ing lessons and text for practicing handwriting. Developed by 
a teacher in response to her second grade students frustration 
with their drawing efforts and repetitive handwriting drills. The 
children are taught to see complex objects as combinations of 
simple shapes. Fine motor skills improve and images become 
more easily analyzed. Language skills are facilitated as pictures 
and stories are discussed. As technical skills improve so does 
self-confidence and creativity. There are 21 lessons in each 64 
page book. Most pictures are broken down into 6 steps with the 
new lines highlighted.                   w5120  on the Farm  

w5152 animals and habitat    

pFoT Coloring BooK
First coloring book of its kind!  
This unique book contains 3 sets 
of 8 pictures.  In each set the ma-
jor lines that make up the draw-
ing are of different widths.  The 
lines of the 1st set are ¼ in. wide 
and by the 3rd set the lines are 
down to 1/16 in.  This concrete 
progression allows everyone; 
child, parent and teacher/thera-
pist, to take note of and docu-

ment progress in hand and arm control. Additionally, the 
teacher now can give all members of the class the same 
coloring page regardless of their skill level.  Works the 
same for scissor use and cutting skills.   w4130  
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Classroom Tools

learn To CuT 
CarDs  
Specially designed 
cards of thicker 
than average pa-
per help children 
develop good scis-
sor skills.  Bright, bold graphics keep kids practicing for 
improved eye-hand coordination, strengthening and 
fine motor skills. Comes with an idea guide and 4 sets 
of 20 cards, each with some blank cards to create your 
own activities.  Use with 4 students at once or repeat-
edly with one student.  w4168   Discontinued

Kumon FirsT CuTTing
The exercises in this workbook will pro-
vide students with the opportunity to 
practice using scissors accurately and 
to improve fine motor control. You get 
40 colorful, visually interesting scissor 
tasks printed on special paper stock, 
just right for cutting. Activities progress 
in difficulty of shape being cut and in 
thickness of lines.  Students start by 
cutting straight lines, and move on to 
angled, curved lines, circles and finally 
irregular shapes.  The line thickness 
start at .5 mil and ends at .3 mil. A 
great way to introduce young children 
to scissors as a basic tool!  w5362    

FirsT sTep BooKs
The Kumon First Step books are designed to help young 
children from 2 years and older learn important basic 
skills while having fun. The focus is on developing; fine 
motor skills, concentration and focus, spatial awareness 
and a knowledge of shapes. The 40 page 5x8” books are 
full color with bold engaging graphics and special paper.
               C5372 let’s Fold          
               C5373 let’s Cut paper 

Kangaroo’s early 
CuTTing aCTiviTies
This 47 page book provides students 
the`opportunity to practice fine motor, 
and early perceptual/spatial skills as they 
color, cut, glue and fold the reproduca-
ble worksheets. Activities include jigsaw 
puzzles, symmetrical pictures and picture 
construction. Bold, uncluttered visually 
appealing graphics motivate students to 
work independently, increase concentra-
tion and develop the ability to work in an 
orderly fashion. Grounding in these areas 
ensures smooth progression to the next level of development. The 
activities are specifically designed to allow students to experience 
success, developing confidence and a positive self image toward 
themselves as a learner.                C6960   

Developing sCissor sKills 
aCTiviTy BooK
What a time saver, a collection of scis-
sor training activities. Over 60 reproduc-
ible cutting exercises in a 90 page spiral 
bound book. Written by pediatric occu-
pational therapists, the book reviews 
the impact of sitting posture, shoulder 
stability, arm and wrist control, fine mo-
tor skills, visual perceptual skills and 
bilateral integration on the development 
of scissor skills. Also proper holding, the 
steps to scissor skill development, the 
left-handed child and pre-scissor ac-
tivities. Then activity sheets for cutting 
straight lines, lines with one and then more than one directional 
change, curves and circles. Next are simple project outlines to rein-
force the skills practiced on the exercise sheets.     C7399       

paTTern
ruBBing plaTes
Kids love to see the pat-
terns appear as if by magic, 
as they rub crayon, colored 
pencil, chalk or regular 
pencil over the textured 

plates. Each 6”x6” plate is embossed on both sides. So 
you get 8 totally different designs. While rubbing, tactile 
and proprioceptive input is increased through the hand. 
Endurance for arm and hand use and different grasping 
patterns are also encouraged.            w6268   
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Classroom Tools

See N WriTe
Kids get a head start on writing as they copy 
letters that appear like magic, one stroke at 
a time, on the high resolution LCD screen. 
Choose a letter and then decide if you want 
to see it formed in manuscript or cursive, 
upper or lower case. Children can copy what 
they see on the screen in real time. In game 
mode, kids try to identify letters being formed 
before they fade off the screen. Portable, 
lightweight and kid friendly, this way cool 
writing tool encourages independent writing 
practice. Requires 3 AA batteries.      
               W3503S  Discontinued 

Travel DooDle SkeTCh
Perfect size for therapy bags, “mom-
my bags” and backpacks. Same 
slide eraser and attached writing 
stylus as larger versions but updat-
ed 6x4 inch writing screen is flat and 
smooth allowing for a more natural 
feel when writing.
          W7623   

DoTza
A fun, original and motivating 
activity for working on pencil 
control. The eight Dotza color 
markers each have a hole 
in the tip. Touch marker tip 
straight down onto a piece of 
paper to leave a colored circle 
with an empty dot in the mid-

dle. Changing the angle of the pen 
changes the orientation of the center 
dot. Create letters, boarders, designs 
or try one of the 60 reusable picture 
images. Helps improve pencil con-
trol, finger mobility, muscle endur-
ance and it’s amazingly addictive!
                      W5030  Discontinued

MagiC TraCer
With no electricity, no batteries and no 
light bulbs you can trace any photo, 
drawing, comic or other image.  Place 
one of the pictures provided or a picture 
of your own on one side, writing paper 
on other and reflective screen in the 
middle. Trace picture outline by look-
ing only at the reflection on the screen, 
not at your pencil. The results are truly 
amazing! Reluctant writers soon forget 
they are using a pencil as they concen-
trate on their creation, improving pencil 
control and concentration in the pro-
cess.  W1190   

aqua 
DooDle aCCeSSory SeT
Set comes with 1 water pen and 1 water brush. The more 
implements, the more fun!                        W2235 Discontinued    

! WarNiNg:
ChokiNg hazarD-Small Parts.

DooDle TraCk Car
This amazing little sports car will fol-
low the twists and turns on a track you 
draw!  While it looks like magic, it’s re-
ally an exclusive patented technology.  
The car has optical sensors that read 
any bold black line drawn on a white 
background. Comes with an official 
marker but you can use any marker or 
crayon. Children are highly motivated to 
keep their race car moving and so they 
are highly motivated to keep drawing 
tracks!  A truly amazing tool for working 
on pencil control.  

        W5739   

aqua DooDle Wall ruNNer
Great new Aqua Doodle product get kids writing on the 
wall…well at least they’re writing... and it’s only with 
water! Comes with a 40” x 14” paper wall runner, Aqua 
doodle pen and no-mar adhesive dots for hanging. It’s 
reusable, removable and won’t damage the wall. Moti-
vating and non-threatening way to get kids to practice 
writing and drawing in vertical. Perfect for places where 
there is no chalk or dry erase board available.
     W2237 Discontinued
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Classroom Tools

MagNeTiC
learN To PriNT 
Magnetic, dry erase board ruled with red and 
blue lines on one side with a blank surface on 
the other side.  Comes with 26 magnet let-
ter squares each with preprinted upper and 
lower case letters with formation arrows. Use 
the sturdy 9x12” board and enclosed marker 
to practice letter formation, write words, prac-
tice spelling, memorize alphabet or just have 
fun drawing pictures. A  very functional, cost 
effective product W5916  Discontinued   

MiNi aqua ColoriNg BoarDS
Set comes with three totally reusable coloring 
boards. Boards are bound together, so you 
can’t lose one and a water pen. Like pages 
in a coloring book but instead of crayons, use 
the water pen to fill in each area with vibrant 
color. When it fades away you are ready to do 
it again. An amazingly motivating tool to get 
children to practice their coloring skills. No 
waxy crayons to lose, break or melt. Perfect, 
small no mess, travel activity for young chil-
dren. *Actual design and theme may vary. 
                                   W2281  Discontinued 

Color BlaST
PaiNTiNg 
Use the pen on the shad-
ed areas of the pictures to 
produce amazing colorful 
works of art. Work carefully 
to fully reveal all the hidden 
colors. Comes with magic 
pen & booklet containing 24 
pictures. A fun, motivating 
and easily successful pen 
and paper  activity.             

W5535   

Squiggle  Wiggle  WriTer
Writing has never been so much fun! 
This motorized pen is now streamlined, 
making it thinner and lighter then ear-
lier versions and more durable then 
cheap imitations. Runs on 1 AA Battery 
and comes with 5 colored ink cartridg-
es. Squiggling Wiggling and vibrating 
through any writing or drawing activity. 
This is the most fun you can have with a 
pen! Ideal for writing phobics of all ages. 
(Sorry - battery not included.)  

       W3201         

MagiC PaD SkeTCher
Truly unique and magical board 
lets you draw and erase two 
different ways, doubling the 
play value and the fun! Use the 
classic etch a sketch knobs to 
fill the 7 x 5 inch writing screen 
with straight lines or the magic 
stylus to make whatever else 
you can dream up. Correct 

little mistakes with the eraser end of the stylus or 
big mistakes just be rubbing screen with finger tips. All 
you need for a no mess, self contained, take along, 
writing, drawing, creating workout!

W7623   

! WarNiNg:
ChokiNg hazarD-Small Parts.

MazeS iN a Jar
Tons of play value packed into small, 
easy to transport jars with lids. Each 
jar comes with approximately 95, 3”x 
3” cards printed with an almost end-
less supply of games to play; answers 
on the back.  Perfect at restaurants, 
between lessons, doctors waiting 
rooms etc. Mazes in a Jar; small in 
size but not so easy!  
                       W7157  Discontinued             
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Classroom Tools

Do-a-DoT BookS
These 2 book sets area delight-
ful collection of  pictures  de-
signs; letters & numbers, just for 
dotting! Each are 24-28 pages 
printed on heavy stock paper, 
perforated for easy removal. 
Some designs are comprised of 

circles for beginning dotters, others are spaced 
for dotting but without the circles. 
X9003  Mighty Trucks and Critters      
X9002  Play to learn & Discover my world      
                

Do-a-DoT 
PaiNT
The non-messy, 
successful every 
time, way to make 
pictures. Just twist 
off cap from the 
sponge tip ap-
plicator and start 
“dotting”. Use it to 
trace lines, color 
pictures or just let the imagination loose to create one of a kind de-
signs. Easy set up and clean up, no cups, brushes or water needed. 
Do-A-Dot is actually nontoxic, water based ink which allows layering 
and blending of colors. Available in a 4 pack Rainbow set with red, 
yellow, blue and green applicators and a sheet of 20 project ideas 
and applications.       X9001  

WaTer WizarD  

MagNeT SlaTeS
Kids love using Magnet Slates ‘cause they’re amazing! You 
write on the 9x12 surface with either the thin or thick tip of 
the special magnet pen.To erase your creations, simply 
swipe the side of the magic pen along the back of the board. 
All marks disappear! For truly magical and motivating writing 
and drawing fun swipe the pen over the surface of the slate, 
quickly turning it black. Then use the pen under the board to 
write in white. Use the thick tip underneath to create a wide 
white path and then the thin tip on top of the slate to draw a 
thin black line that stays within the path. Kids love this activity 
and it’s a great way to get them to practice their writing and 
pencil control! Handy hole in pen and board allow for easy 
attachment.  W6051   1 slate & 1 pen   

W1880   8 slates & 8 pens  

SPyro gryro  
This crazy motorized stylist creates a 
continuous series of 3 different shapes, 
(squares, circles and triangles).  The 
harder you press on the free float-
ing stylist, the smaller and tighter the 
shapes emerge.  Ease up on the pres-
sure and the shapes get bigger.  It 
takes a steady hand with good mid-
range control to master this cool pen 
but even the practice is twist- ed, 

good fun!      W1226  

DraW like a Pro
An amazingly motivating item 
for facilitating improved pen/
pencil control.  Consists of a 
light projection system and a 
writing surface, which fit to-
gether into one easy to carry 
unit. Comes with 124 slides all 
of which can be projected onto 
writing surface. Adjustments 

for size of picture and clarity can be made. Once traced, 
picture can be colored in, cut out or framed. Viewing disks 
store in bottom of unit. Parents, children and therapists are 
all amazed at the quality of pictures produced. With a little 
practice anyone can draw like a Pro! W1172  Discontinued 

Watch your design come to life and then evaporate leav-
ing a magically clean and inviting slate for your next mas-
terpiece. The specially treated, 12 x 9 inch board comes 
with one water pen (that you fill) and is housed in a por-
table laptop like carry case that unfolds to create an up-
right writing/display surface. An amazingly motivating tool 
for practicing letters, words, shapes and numbers and for 
freeing the creative side in all of us.      W0407    

aBC DoT To DoT
A fun 8 ½ x 11-inch 
preschool workbook 
filled with 30 dot-to-
dot exercises.  The 
dots are joined in al-
phabetical order to 
complete adorable pic-
tures featuring animals 
engaged in everyday 
childhood activities.  
These quality, high 

interest pictures in color and black will also gen-
erate an abundance of language opportunities.  
Illustrations depict the four seasons and become 
more complicated as they move from “A-J” , “A-
O”, “A-T” and finally “A-Z”.  Place sheets under a 
clear acetate or Plexiglas cover to reuse.  Great 
for building letter recognition and visual motor 
coordination.        

   W9753   $2.95

!
WarNiNg:

ChokiNg hazarD-Small Parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.
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Classroom Tools

DoT-To-DoT BookS
Basic fun for basic skills! 
Try it the old fashioned 
way with a pencil or with 
something new! Try col-
ored pencils for rainbow 
work, Wikki Stix for extra 
finger work, erasable or 
color changing markers 
for precise pencil control.  
Fun way to reinforce num-
ber, letter and directional-
ity skills.

aBC DoT To DoT
A fun 8 ½ x 11-inch 
preschool workbook 
filled with 30 dot-to-
dot exercises.  The 
dots are joined in al-
phabetical order to 
complete adorable pic-
tures featuring animals 
engaged in everyday 
childhood activities.  
These quality, high 

interest pictures in color and black will also gen-
erate an abundance of language opportunities.  
Illustrations depict the four seasons and become 
more complicated as they move from “A-J” , “A-
O”, “A-T” and finally “A-Z”.  Place sheets under a 
clear acetate or Plexiglas cover to reuse.  Great 
for building letter recognition and visual motor 
coordination.        

   W9753  

hiDDeN PiCTure MoSaiCS
These appear as random geometric 
shapes, but color in the spaces follow-
ing the color chart given and watch a 

beautiful hidden picture 
develop! 2 books, each 
with different pictures and 
motor skill required.
 W4440 young Child       
       
 W4441 older  Child        
     

Maze BookS
Most children find mazes interest-
ing and entertaining and these 
convenient little books offer an as-
sortment. The beginners book has 
simpler designs and wider spaces, 
making it a great pre-writing activ-
ity.  The older child book has more 
complex designs, narrower paths 
and lots of twists and turns. Ideal for 
planning, sequencing, and pencil 
control.
W1821 My First Mazes    
W1822  older Mazes     

W1805 (1-10) 
W1806 (1-30) 

olDer ChilD 
ColoriNg Book 
ColleCTioN
A 3 book set that will 
have you coloring by 
letters, numbers and 
then symbols. Pictures 
become progressively 
more detailed increas-
ing the visual and fine 
motor workout with each book.
             W1815   

youNg 
ColoriNg Book ColleCTioN
Set comes with 2 basic coloring books for 
young children, each with their own special 
twist. One has very simple pictures with 
broad black outlines. The second book is 
color by number with each picture segment 
numbered for coloring following the color 
key. Books are small in size so amount of 
coloring is not overwhelming. A terrific set for 
developing coloring skills, color recognition 
and direction following.       W1800  

W1823 (1-50)   
W1807 (a-z)    
   

Maze ColleCTioN
A new assortment of 3 progres-
sively more difficult maze books. 
The books also graduate in size 
so that the easiest mazes are in 
the smallest book etc. For ages 
3-adult, everyone can enjoy 
solving these puzzles. Builds 
visual skills, pencil control and 
perseverance.    

  W1803   
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Classroom Tools

Tv TeaCher
TV Teacher’s Alphabet Beats are 
fun, educational videos designed 
to help all children, but especially 
those with strong visual systems, 
learn to write the alphabet. In these 
completely unique videos, Miss 
Marnie demonstrates the actual 
writing sequence for a letter both 
on the board and on a sheet of 
paper. Letter formation is always 
paired with catchy rhythmic chants 
that parallel the actual writing strokes. But more than just writing, each letter is its 
own 5 minute chapter and includes the writing demonstrations/exercises along with 
8-10 vocabulary words and basic learning concepts, i.e. body parts, spatial concepts, 
animals, social and sensory interactions, etc. The great visuals and quality produc-
tion, along with the strong auditory and visual repetition, combine to make this a fun, 
engaging and highly effective means for teaching handwriting!

W 2987   upper case DvD 
W4989    lower case DvD 

W7899 Combined DvD Set

alPha BeaTS WorkBookS
Visually simple, easy to understand work-
books give the child a special and specific 
place to practice their letters. At the bottom 
of each letter page is printed the chant used 
to cue the students. Blank pages available 
for copying and making your own practice 
sheets.

W3872  upper case workbook 
W3873  lower case workbook  
W1789  Both upper and lower  

*As an added benefit, TV Teacher has 
made available on their website, all the 
templates that Miss Marnie uses in the 
videos. These include the camel she 
colors, the star she cuts, the picture 
she paints, etc. This is a great way to 
encourage some extra fine motor work, 
reinforce learning and increase interac-
tion and motivation.

STrokeS, ShaPeS & SCeNeS
Another innovative DVD from the TV Teacher, cre-
ated specifically for children just beginning to hold a 
crayon.  In “Strokes,” young children are seen prac-
ticing basic strokes in a variety of textures including, 
shaving cream, sand, and finger paint, etc., helping to build strong motor 
planning foundations for learning to write the alphabet.  Miss Marnie uses 
catchy songs and strong visuals in the “Shapes,” section to teach the forma-
tion of basic shapes along with some of the pictures you can make from those 
shapes. Creativity, imagination and abstract thinking are all encouraged.  In 
the “Scenes” section children experience 4, fun adventures with Miss Marnie 
and then are prompted to use memory recall to help draw a complete picture 
about the adventure.  This is the only structured program teaching students 
how to take experiences and translate them into a drawn picture.  A motivating 
and fun way to progress kids from pre-writing to pictures!
W4980   

STrokeS, ShaPeS
 & SCeNeS WorkBook
The perfect complement to the S3 
DVD.  30 page spiral top binding for 
tracing, coloring and drawing.

W4982  
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Classroom Tools

PoWerFul PriNTiNg™ - CoNqueriNg CurSive™
     haNDWriTiNg PrograM  

 Powerful Printing:  W7695r right hand  
      W7695l  left  hand   
Conquering Cursive:  W7696r right hand  
           W7696l left  hand    

Teacher: 2 users 
Includes digital workbook for 2 computers, 2 paper workbooks,
teachers manual, fonts, and worksheets.
 
Powerful Printing:  right hand  Workbook W7358r  
Powerful Printing:   left  hand Workbook  W7358l 
Conquering Cursive:  right hand Workbook  W7344r 
Conquering Cursive:  left  hand workbook  W7344l  

extra Workbooks: 
Powerful Printing: W7699r right hand Workbook   
     W7699l  left  hand Workbook    
Conquering Cursive  W7697r right hand Workbook 
          W7697l left hand   Workbook 

* For lab packs and Site Licences, please contact us for pricing.
** Teachers manual can also be printed out direct from CD.

This is the program we have all been waiting for!  Write-On! Using 
the computer mouse instead of a pencil and the computer monitor 
instead of paper students learn the proper spatial orientation and 
sequential movements of letter formation.  This helps build the all 
important motor memory needed to reproduce letters. Powerful 
Printing™  and Conquering Cursive’s™ patent pending handwriting 
curriculums for grades K-3 pairs engaging and diverse computer/
digital based instructions with print/paper based exercises, breaking 
the tedium frequently associated with boring, repetitive, print only, 
handwriting instructions.  Additionally, since the program monitors 
all work, only correct letter formations are reinforced.  Comes with 
complete instructions for use, suggestions and key points to improve 
performance, warm up activities, sample lesson plans along with a 
digital workbook for 1 computer, 1 paper workbook, teachers manual, 

font and worksheets. You 
choose manuscript or cur-
sive and right or left handed 
print workbook. All upper 
and lower case letters and 
numbers 0 -9 are covered 
in all versions.The software 
is CD-ROM based, network-
able and appropriate for both 
Macintosh and Windows.

System Requirements:  Mac  200 mhz, 64 MD 
\Windows 98/2000/XP or more recent, 233 Mhz

Single user
Includes digital workbook for 1 computer, 1 paper work-
book, teachers manual, fonts, and worksheets.     

MagiC
PiCTure Maker
Three motivating writing activities in one cool machine. 
Trace color coded lines and shapes on the magic stencils to 
reveal Mystery Pictures, make Spiral Art or design with Dial 
a Pattern template. All 3 activities facilitate focus, pencil skill, 
visual perception, and organization. Comes with marker and 
starter pack of paper. Use the included markers or your own 
colored pencils.                     W1185   

glo DooDler
The Glo Doodler lets 
you magically create 
drawings with vibrant 
bright light using your 
fingers or the included 
stylus. The amazing 
see-thru window/writ-
ing surface lets you 
trace almost anything 
and then displays it in 3 
different colors.  When 
your picture is done 
you can keep it on the 

screen to show someone later or you can simply press the 
erase button to clear the board and start all over again. 
Mess free, compact design makes this a great travel toy 
or therapy bag addition. Perfect method for working on 
pencil control, letter formation and creativity.  
                             W2234  Discontinued
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FiNe MoTor DeveloPMeNT kiT 
by Mary benbow, oTr 
& Zaner-bloser
Mary Benbow has extensively published and lectured on the 
hand and development of fine motor skills and writing. She now 
has written a teachers guide. It includes a functional overview 
of the hand; what to look for and why it’s important and 25 dif-
ferent activities to do to help develop weak areas. And best of 
all, all the materials needed for the activities are included - all 
in one convenient kit! Easy to understand, simple to do activi-
ties that really can make a difference in hand development and 
handwriting! Great for a learning “center” in the classroom or as 
a handwriting treatment program.  It’s also ideal for parents to 
use as a hand development home program.             

                                             Book & materials        W5561   Discontinued
                                                                 Teachers Book only   W5562   Discontinued    

hoW To DraW:
   101 MoNSTerS 
 101 aNiMalS
A fun, motivating way to practice pencil control 
and visual motor skills.  Each monster comes with 
6 simple, easy to follow, step by step drawings.  
The black & white line drawings are also great for 
tracing and coloring.   

how to Draw Monsters  W3174   
how to Draw animals     W3178  

         how to Draw  2 Book Set  W3179   

aqua DooDle  Travel MaT

! ChokiNg hazarD Small Parts Not for under 3.

STriNg aloNg kiT
It’s a frustration free stitching, 
lacing, pattern following wonder! 
Unique design board, 18 colorful 
laces and kid-safe punch pen in-
vite free play or copy the 16 full 
color patterns .Punch pen uses 
similar grasp and movement pat-
terns as a pencil, so visual motor 
control is practiced and design 
copy skills, counting and spatial 
relations are reinforced.  A fun, 
re-usable, “picture perfect” prod-
uct for everyone.

W3515  

Pull The STriNg  
This very unique play board lets you 
write and draw using a pen threaded 
with colorful strings. Thread the pen 
and push the tip into one of the holes 
in the board. When you lift the pen the 
string will stay in the board. Repeat this 
action to create an endless variety of 
colored lines and shapes. If you make 
a mistake or want to start again, simply 
pull the string for a clean slate. Similar 

to our “String Along,” but more resistive heavy duty board for added 
hand and finger strengthening. Comes with one board and pen, 15 
design cards and 8  strings. A fun motivating way to work our design 
copy, spatial awareness and pencil control.   W8084   

Fun little suitcase 
opens to reveal two 
surfaces ready to turn 
ordinary water into 
works of art, but only 

temporary ones!  Fill 
the included pen with water and it acts as a felt 
tipped marker. Draw, write, create, do math, 
practice spelling words.. whatever! While one 
side is evaporating, simply use the other  board 
and you are ready to go again!  A simply mes-
merizing way to get kids to practice their writing 
and exercise their creative expressions.  Per-
fect in the car, planes, at restaurants, Dr.’s of-
fices or at home!  W2296  
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Classroom Tools

looPS aND oTher 
grouPS - a CurSive
haNDWriTiNg PrograM” 
by Mary benbow, Ms, oTr\l

haNDWriTiNg FoNTWare PrograMS
If you’re involved in teaching children to write, you need this software! Specifically 
developed to make life easier, the fontware programs allows you to use modern 
technology to produce customized and individualized writing worksheets. You never 
again have to make by hand, “dotted” outlines of words or letters. You are free to 
expand your spelling lists and writing lesson plans beyond workbooks into the class-
room curriculum. Follow directions in the user friendly guide to print worksheets in 
manuscript or cursive writing with dotted or outlined letters, linked or unlinked letters, 
with rule line or without, in a variety of sizes. Once created, save your worksheets 
for reprint or modifications at another time. Each CD now comes with the following 
font styles: D’Nealian, Zaner Bloser,  “Loops and Other Groups” and “Handwriting 

Without Tears®” fonts. Each package also comes with fingerspelling, morse code, 
emo-face font styles for designing supplemental learning activities.  
Fontware Single user:     W7030    (win/mac cd)    

A wonderfully easy and imaginative program for teaching 
students from 2nd grade through high school, cursive hand-
writing. Especially effective for students with learning dis-
abilities and perceptual delays. Letters are taught in groups 
that share common movement patterns. This taps into the 
kinesthetic system, helping students “feel” and visualize the 
letter formations. Easy to remember motor and auditory cues 
aide students in learning the letters. Two levels of booklets 
available. Level 1: is used with students during their first year 
of cursive writing instruction. Level 2: reviews lower case let-
ters and concentrates on the practice of upper case letters.  
      
W2820  Complete set (includes level 1 & 2 booklets; 
        Manual; letter guides)        
W2823   level 1   (10 pack of booklets)              
W2829     level 2      (10 pack of booklets)            

SiTe liCeNSe 
Allows every computer at one school to have access 
to the program. Additional site licenses required for 
additional schools; includes 10 User guides
Fontware Site license:
   W7032 (win/mac cd)        

W2824     individual level 1 booklet  
W2896     individual level 2 booklet 

greaTeST DoT-To-DoT BookS
These 48 page full size booklets take Dot-to-Dot designs to 
the next level. More fun than most, it is impossible to identify 
the incredibly detailed drawings until you connect the last few 
dots. For children or adults, the numbers go higher then most 
puzzles. Books also contain many creative variations of dot-to-
dot never seen before. Some of these are called Stars, Field of 
Dots, Sets and Crazy Dots. Interesting and challenging way to 
work on numbering skills, visual-motor coordination, attending 
and visual perception.
  W0025   Book 3                 
  W0024   Book 4                 
  W0023 Bookset (#3 & 4)   
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Classroom Tools

PFoT iNTro To PriNTiNg SeT
Includes the K- grade Teachers Guide, Letters and Num-
bers for Me Workbook, Capital Letter Wood Pieces Set 
and one slate.              W1582  

PFoT PriNTiNg For graDeS 1 aND 2 SeT
Includes My Printing Workbook and 1st grade Teachers 
Guide; Printing Power Workbook and 2nd grade Teach-
ers Guide, and one slate.           W1581  

PFoT CurSive SeT
Includes the Cursive Handwriting Workbook and 3rd 
grade Teachers Guide; Cursive Success Workbook and 
4th Grade Teachers Guide, and one slate.      
           W1580 

SlaTe ChalkBoarD
4”x 6” slate with smiley face for practicing 
letter formation.  Gives a frame of refer-
ence for writing letters and numbers in 
a consistent size and without reversals.       

W1589     

hWT CaN Do BookS 
 graDe 5

As of Jan. 2008 The Handwriting Without Tears Workbooks and Teachers 
Guides were redesigned.  They still contain all of the time tested tips but now 
also include the latest resources and strategies, lessons and activities needed 
to make teaching handwriting easier and more successful.  The workbooks 
provide step by step letter formations, a developmental teaching sequence, self 
checking sections, more practice pages and new activities combining handwrit-
ing instruction with other language arts lessons. Additionally, there are now 
individual teachers guides for each grade with lesson plans for each page of 
the workbooks, teaching guidelines by day and week, tips for succeeding on all 
styles of paper and strategies for identifying and remediating problems.

CurSive SuCCeSS 
 graDe 4:  
focus on smaller writing size; sin-
gle line writing and producing full 
compositions.    W1592     
TeaCherS guiDe
         W1592Tg     

geT SeT For SChool - Pre k:
4 years:  introduces shapes, 
pre-strokes, letters and num-
bers; multi-sensory play with 
wood pieces and Mat Man 
and other manipulatives.       
    W1570    
Pre-k TeaCherS guiDe   
W1570Tg 

leTTerS aND NuMBerS
 For Me - graDe k: 
presents activities for teaching 
correct information of capital and 
lower case letters & numbers; 
pencil grip and paper placement 
skills.       W1598   
TeaCher’S guiDe 

W1598Tg   

My PriNTiNg Book – graDe 1:
focus is on correct use of upper 
and lower case letters in words 
and sentences; combining hand-
writing with other language arts 
lessons; printing on different 
styles of paper.  W1597    
TeaCher’S guiDe 

   W1597Tg   

PriNTiNg PoWer – graDe 2:
more words and sentences; prac-
tice with punctuation; other lan-
guage arts practice; single line 
writing.     W1596   
TeaCher’S guiDe
             W1596Tg  

CurSive haNDWriTiNg
  graDe 3: 

focus is on transitioning from 
print to cursive; proper letter 
connections; practice through 
paragraph and poem composi-
tion.        W1593    
TeaCherS guiDe   
    W1593Tg  

The Can Do Books are for  5th 
grade or older students need-
ing some continued practice to 
master print and cursive writing. 
Workbooks provide a quick but 
thorough review of letter forma-
tions and lots of practice oppor-
tunities while reinforcing other 
language arts.
W2780 Can do Print       
W2190Can do Cursive   
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MaT For WooD PieCeS 
(Not pictured)
8 ½ x 11”  blue foam mat used with 
the wood pieces to practice form-
ing capital letters.  Yellow smile 
face in upper left corner helps ori-
ent children spatially so formation 
is learned in the correct sequence 
and orientation. Try making “mat 
man”!            W1574     

CaPiTal
leTTer CarDS
For WooD PieCeS
A readiness product used to introduce capital letters to beginning 
writers. Children place the wood pieces on the letter cards as 
shown, in the order the letter is made. 26 cards on heavy stock 
paper each with a smile face printed in upper left corner and a 
picture of an object beginning with that letter.  Students love the 
successful nature of this step in the curriculum.                

W1595    

eCoNoMy
CaPiTal leTTer 
WooD PieCeS SeT
Set of  wooden pieces 
in big and little straight 
and curved lines.  Use as 
first step in teaching size, 
shape and formation of 
letters.   W1222  

hWT STaMP aND See SCreeN™
A fun, take along activity for reinforcing the formation of 
capital letters.  The 4”x 6” magnetic writing screen comes 
with four wooden magnetic pieces, which like the large 
wooden pieces, are used to form capital letters.  An at-
tached chalk-like writing tool is used to trace, write or 
draw.  The slide eraser clears the board so it can be used 
over and over.       W1575    

roll-a-Dough leTTerS™
A great tactile, hands on product for reinforcing the capital letter 
stage of the HWTears  curriculum. Comes with a 4”x6” plastic 
tray, 18, 2-sided laminated letter/number cards and 12 ounces 
of dough. Roll out the dough and place it over the lines on the 
cards, starting at the arrow. Also use tray to write or draw in 
sand, rice or shaving cream. A multi-media experience!   

   W1577  

hWT geT SeT For SChool™ 
SiNg aloNg CD 
These 24 original songs will have preschoolers singing, tap-
ping and dancing as they learn letters, numbers, counting, 
shapes and so much more. The songs on the CD are fully in-
tegrated into the curriculum and provide a delightful way to re-
inforce movement patterns and learning.     W1573   

FliP CrayoNS
These unique new crayons make coloring fun and a fine motor 
challenge. Improve fine motor coordination as kids use in-hand 
manipulation skills to switch from one end of the crayon to the 
other. Short Length also helps promote a proper grasp. 
Comes in 10 colors split between 5 crayons. Set includes 
10 crayons- 2 of each combination. 
W2990  10 CrayoNS
W2681  Classroom pack 
 (206 crayons)  

hWT CaPiTal
leTTer WooD PieCeS SeT
Use the 26 wood shapes as first step in teach-
ing basic size, shape and position concepts.  
Use the lines and curves to form letters on 
the Capital Letter Cards and the Mat. (Each 
sold seperately)  W1590   

haNDWriTiNg WiThouT TearS
PreSChool SeT
Includes:  Pre-K teachers guide, “Get Set for School” pre-K 
workbook, Stamp and See Screen, Roll-A-Dough Letters 
upper case, “Get Set for School” CD. 
            W6070   Pre-School Set   
 

hWTearS WiDe
DouBle liNe PriMary PaPer
Use with children working at the K and 1st grade 
levels.  Lines are 5/16” apart.      
    W1588  100 shts  
    W1587 500 shts 

hWTearS regular 
DouBle liNe PaPer
Use with children working at the 2nd and 3rd 
grade level.  Lines are 3/16” apart.  
 W1586  100 shts  
 W1585  500 shts 

hWTearS NarroW 
DouBle liNe PaPer 
Use with children working at the 4th grade level 
and above.  Lines are 2/16” apart.   
 W1584  100 shts  
 W1583 500 shts 

!
WarNiNg:

ChokiNg hazarD-Small Parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.
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WiPe CleaN WorkSheeT CoverS
This amazingly useful set of 10 clear, dry erase sleeves, 
turn any worksheet, coloring page or paragraph into 
a reusable learning or therapy exercise. Saves paper 
and prep time while engaging students in fun, motivat-
ing activities.  Use with our dry erase markers for easy 
wipe off fun or with our whiteboard crayons for some 
extra arm, hand and finger strengthening. The large 9” 
x 12” covers are so versatile you will wonder how you 
got along without them all this time. Reinforce coloring, 
tracing, writing, design copy, dot to dot, mazes… etc. 
Idea guide included. Don’t need all 10... share with a 
friend!       X6255   

CiNDy’S eaSel
Amazingly versatile piece of equip-
ment developed by an OT for use in 
a classroom or therapy setting. You 
get a sturdy, 15” x 12” crystal clear 
table top easel, 6 full sized -double 
sided activity sheets, pack of 6 color-
ful dry erase markers, pack of 8 colorful jumbo white board crayons 
and a non-scratch fabric eraser. Unique, “flip down” design allows 
2 children to work at the easel at the same time. Simply slide in an 
activity sheet and start writing. Sheets cover a wide range of activi-
ties including, tracing, coloring, letter, number and shape formation, 
“what comes next”? etc. Or use your own preprinted sheets of maz-

es, dot to dot and word searches. 
You can even try working on spell-
ing words and math problems as the 
kids just love writing on the easel!  
Makes a great Learning Center in 
a classroom. Once you start us-
ing Cindy’s Easel you and the kids 
will find an endless number of ways 
it can enhance learning!  
u5027   

SCiSSor BoNaNza
Convenient and economical way to order 
a wide variety of scissors. You receive 10 
well made and reliable scissors. Right and 
left pairs where available. All the scissors 
teachers and therapists will need to evaluate 
and meet the cutting needs of their students. 
Set includes:
 Long Looped Self Opening Right
 Long Looped Self Opening Left
 3” Benbow Right
 3” Benbow Left
 Self Opening Right
 Self Opening Left

 Fiskars Soft Grip Right
 Fiskars Soft Grip Left
 Total Control
 Mini Loop
  C8938   

SeNSory BoX
A terrific starter collection of sensory toys to keep hands 
and fingers occupied, helping the brain focus on learning 
new information. Additionally, children respond positively to 
these items, making them perfect for use as rewards. Sen-
sory boxes are fun for parents and teachers too!  Includes 
1 each of the following items. (Specific Items may vary, but 
value remains the same). Box not included.
  Klixx  Animal Jitter
  Tangle Jr Fickle Foam
  Bead Ball Textured Tangle Jr
  Inside Out Ball Spaghetti Ball
  Small Ergo Ball Scrunchkin
  Wood Clicks T8939   
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